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The Combatants:

AN UNHOLY ALLIANCE
USING THE GREEN RELIGION
TO ACHIEVE
WORLD DOMINATION

VS

THE WHITE KNIGHTS
OF FREEDOM
AND DECENTRALISED
CONSTITUTIONAL DEMOCRACY

The next couple of months pose great dangers for the free democracies. The most powerful
politicians, power seekers, speculators and religions of the world are openly or secretly
conspiring to embrace the One-World Climate Religion as a front for their one world-government
ambitions.

The Leaders of this Unholy Alliance are:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

The Pope with his socialist agenda and his dreams of rejuvenating Catholic leadership in
world matters by embracing trendy causes.
The UN/IPCC whose sustainability rules, heritage no-go areas and green barriers are
already affecting every industry and every law book in the world (but mainly in the
compliant western nations).
Obama who seeks a last-minute legacy for his disruptive era of non-achievements.
Crusading Royals such as Prince Charles; frustrated politicians such as Mikhail
Gorbachev; power-seeking magnates such as George Soros; tinsel-town idols seeking
more purpose in their make-believe lives; would-be messiahs and prophets-of-doom like
Tim Flannery; guilt-stricken millionaires and the rich foundations and NGO’s whose
control has been captured by the extreme green/left.
China and its ruthless central controllers, who will manufacture most of the useless
green energy machines and hardware.
The un-elected EU bureaucracy with its growing power over most of Europe.
The Turnbull/Bishop/Hunt/ALP/Greens carbon-tax-coalition now ruling Australia.
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•
•

Most western bureaucracies who hope to be local enforcers and tax collectors for the
new world order.
The old Marxists who suddenly see new hope for their jaded dreams.

And there are Circling Jackals looking to Share in the Spoils:
They include all of those looking for benefits and loot from what is so far mainly a War on Coal:
• Oil and gas interests everywhere – including BP/Shell, OPEC, Russia, Venezuela etc.
• The world-wide wind-solar industry – speculators, investors, manufacturers and subsidy
recipients.
• Pacific Island and failed state mendicants who seek climate change manna from heaven
(more accurately from the atmosphere).
• India whose massive bureaucracy hopes to extract benefits in exchange for support.
• The nuclear and hydro-power industries which will expand as coal is taxed to death.
• The legal/banking fraternity who are already briefing, advising and financing both sides.
• The climate academics and bureaucracies who see never-ending research grants and
recurring travel jaunts to exotic locations.
• State-owned media everywhere who tend to be anti-industry and pro bigger government.
• Now we even have barristers and lawyers advising green groups to use green-tinged
courts and judges to enforce the global climate agenda.
Have a look here to see the money transfer they are planning:
http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-34412647

The White Knights of the Rag-Tag Opposition:
Opposing this powerful coalition of ambitious totalitarians and greedy rent-seekers is a rag-tag
bunch of largely self-funded climate scientists, freedom-lovers, consumer representatives, small
businesses and those concerned to preserve the western heritage of constitutional democracy,
individual freedom and private property rights.

Time to Right a Terrible Wrong
– the Vilification of Carbon and Carbon Dioxide:
It is a sad indictment of our scientific and educational leaders that carbon, the key essential
element in all living compounds, and carbon dioxide, the natural gas-of-life absolutely essential
to feed all life on earth, have been so vilified by alarmists, opportunists and charlatans seeking
power, votes or profits, that innocent children and clueless adults now fear and detest these
innocent beneficial natural substances.
And it is a sad indictment of our energy engineers and industrial historians that the essential role
of hydro-carbon fuels in human well-being is not recognised
Hydro-carbon fuels (oil, gas and coal) have made an enormous contribution to welfare of the
biosphere and the human race. They provide cheap reliable energy for heat, light, transport,
industry and agriculture, and coal is essential to make steel and other metals for all our building
and infrastructure needs.
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Their environmental benefits are considerable – kerosene lamps saved the whales being hunted
for whale oil; coal gas reduced city pollution by replacing pollution-prone open fires using wood
or coal. Urban air quality benefitted even more strongly with the replacement of more
combustion-in-the-cities with clean-coal-by-wire (electricity). Electricity has cleared the smog
from cities such as London and Pittsburgh and could even power the trains, light rail, trams and
electric cars that could remove diesel and petrol pollutants from the skies of modern cities. Coal
saved the forests being logged to produce charcoal, or being burnt in smelters, boilers, stoves
and heaters. Steam engines saved many rivers which would have been harnessed for hydropower. Gas is now propping up the intermittent green energy producers, wind and solar. Finally
combustion of any hydro-carbon recycles valuable plant nutrients into the biosphere assisting to
return Earth to the verdant green land it was when the great forests which formed the coal
seams grew profusely. Surely recycling this stored solar energy of the sun is the most sensible
energy option we have? Those who deny these facts need to prove their case.
Finally we have the widespread pollution of land, air and waters. Observations will show that the
most polluted countries, cities and suburbs are always the poorest ones where people are too
busy surviving, scavenging or poaching to worry about endangered species, hazardous waste
or polluted waterways.
Access to affordable reliable energy is the quickest way to enrich poverty stricken people.
Unfortunately the producers of hydro-carbon energy seem too cowardly, too ill-informed or too
infected by climate hysteria to defend themselves or the products which contribute so much to
our prosperity, industry, environment and government income.

And Time to Correct a Great Error
- Carbon Dioxide does NOT control Earth’s Temperature
For almost 20 years now, global average temperature has trended steady – it is NOT rising.
Over the same period the atmospheric content of carbon dioxide has continued rising.
Therefore, carbon dioxide is NOT the main driver of global temperature.
There has been no real global warming – just models that are programmed to run hot.
It therefore follows that man’s tiny contribution to the small content of carbon dioxide in the
atmosphere can have no perceptible effect on global climate.
Thus, THERE IS NO CLIMATE JUSTIFICATION FOR THE WAR ON CARBON DIOXIDE.

But there is Danger in the Growing Public Apathy
The public is becoming bored with incessant climate crisis propaganda. In public opinion polls it
now hardly rates a mention. THIS PUBLIC APATHY POSES A HUGE DANGER.
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Those with experience in battling the red-green-left in student or other politics know that one
strategy is often used successfully by radicals. Keep talking endlessly, repetitively and boringly
until the conservative opposition (which usually has better things to do with their time) becomes
bored, or goes home, or stays away. This leaves radicals in control of the agenda. Then, at the
exhausted end of what appears to be a pointless and boring debate, they make their greatest
unopposed gains, because opposition has evaporated. Deadly things get signed.
This battle is approaching its desperate stage. It is like another time involving France when, just
before sunset, Napoleon’s Old Guard (“The Invincibles”) was advancing in a tight column
towards Wellington’s exhausted thin red line on the crest of a hill at Waterloo. Every redcoat
was needed, and none must falter, or the day and the continent were lost.
We at Carbon Sense are just one paling in today’s thin fence facing the column of Climate
Invincibles advancing on Paris now. So we ask for your help to ensure we have the tools and
encouragement to stand firm and keep firing shots.

But, Do Not Despair
– Truth will win. Reality Exists even when few are prepared to accept it.
We have outlined a profoundly pessimistic picture. Most of the world’s money, power,
and vested interests are lining up behind this New World Order, and we can only attack
them with words, facts, ideas, and votes at the next election.
What we do have is the power of ideas whose time is coming. Public opinion sometimes
changes quickly and dramatically. They were listening all the time, but no one wants to
be seen to be the first to break ranks. They are waiting for someone to give a lead in a
different direction. It may be triggered by the refugee invasion in Europe, a freezing
winter in America, another huge green fraud or a severe blackout in UK.
Suddenly all the one-world fellow travellers will be rejected.
Our job is to keep sowing the seeds of carbon sense.

PLEASE HELP US TO KEEP SOWING THE SEEDS.
We have produced a report on our activities over the past year or so. It can be read here.
http://carbon-sense.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/09/annual-report-2015.pdf

We hope you read this and will support more activity like this.
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What Can You Do?
FUNDS.
We have always operated in the red on a shoe string. So funds always help to pay for website,
computer and software maintenance and upgrades, cartoons, media access, email and phone
bills, postage and stationery and occasional functions and reference books. You can pay by
mail, cheque, direct debit. For overseas supporters cash is easiest as bank conversion charges
are horrendous. To contribute see details below in the final paragraph of this newsletter.

SPREAD THE WORD
Please resend every newsletter to your specific friends, associates, media people and
politicians. Draw attention to articles on our web site. Patronise other blogs that run material
from us.
For example Pickering Post runs much of our material:
http://www.pickeringpost.com/
http://pickeringpost.com/blog/viv-forbes/6232

We need more people to thank Larry Pickering, visit the blog, and add comments.
If you see a battle on a blog, jump in. Try to be logical, correct and polite in what you say –
uncommitted people are watching.
Don’t just send everything to the Green politician or journalist you most detest – they are a total
lost cause. Find fertile fields to sow the seeds. DO IT NOW.

EDITORS
We often need people who are good with words and logic and who are prepared to give us a bit
of time to help edit articles at short notice. Drop us a line.

SOCIAL MEDIA
We have almost no presence on social media. Can you draw attention to what we have to say
through your social media networks? Or help us do more?

We Appreciate QUIET SUPPORTERS
And if you are unable to help in any of the above, we understand and appreciate your silent
support. We appreciate feedback and we read everything you say to us in emails. Forgive us if
we do not answer everything. There are just so many hours in the day and we use them as best
we can.
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Finally, Remember the Last Word:
The political assassination of Tony Abbott was not unexpected. Christopher Monckton
predicated it in Brisbane in February 2015. (I was present at that meeting):
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NG0WcjGHkEw&sns=em

With Australia now controlled by the warmist clique of Turnbull. Bishop and Hunt it is even more
urgent that they get this message, often, strongly and from everyone:

“Sign No binding Agreement in Paris
and put a ‘Get Out’ clause on anything proposed”.
This conference is NOT about climate or pollution – it is about world government and
redistribution of national and private wealth and power to UN agencies:
http://joannenova.com.au/2015/09/flashback-ipcc-official-admits-un-climate-meetings-redistribute-wealth-largest-economicconference-since-wwii/

For a glimpse of the Brave new World of Climate Conformity see:
http://www.breitbart.com/big-government/2015/09/28/climate-and-punishment/

And to end on a more hopeful note see:
http://news.nationalpost.com/full-comment/barbara-kay-ap-offers-a-victory-to-us-doubters-of-climate-change

Viv Forbes
1 Oct 2015
Disclosure:
Viv Forbes has science qualifications and has long studied climate, weather and carbon. He has spent many years working in the
mining, exploration, coal, oil, gas, cattle and sheep industries of Australia as well as in government service. He is a non-executive
director and minor shareholder of a small Australian coal exploration company (which was founded after the Carbon Sense
Coalition was founded), but he and his wife spend most of their time and energy raising meat sheep and beef cattle on natural
grasslands. He was the founder of the Carbon Sense Coalition, which receives no encouragement or direction from Big
Government, Big Coal, Big Oil, Big Green or Big Unions.
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